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Research Questions
1. Can we write machine classifiers that can recognize
productive student discussion?
2. Can we achieve this using only a common English
vocabulary?

Abstract
The COMPS project employs computer chat for
students working in small groups solving classroom
problems. This summer’s project aims to build computer
classifiers that could effectively “look over the shoulders”
of the students while working, to approximately recognize
whether the students are engaging in productive
discussion.
Several thousand lines of COMPS transcripts were
manually annotated. A topic modelling program
determined 10 main topics which appeared in the
transcripts and the words in those topics. A Linear
Classifier and a Support Vector Machine Classifier used
the topic model to predict the annotation of each line of
dialogue.
To address the common English vocabulary research
question, an intersection of many transcripts from various
sources was combined with Google word lists and
modified to accommodate text-chat conventions.
. Correctness of the student’s statement is not considered.

Productive Discussion

In order to determine whether or not the students are
engaging in a productive discussion, we need to see
evidence that the students are:
1.
Talking about the problem
2.
Using key agreement and disagreement terms
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being even, is that still fine?
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For Reason turns, we looked to see if the students
I don't think so. We want it to be odd. So
B
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that didn't work. What do you guys think?
were taking any steps towards the solution of the
problem, such as talking or asking a question about the
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problem. For marking Agree, we looked for key
I wonder if it comes back to multiples
affirmative words such as “yes”, “okay”, “sure”, etcetera.
A somehow. I'm sorry to bring it back up but
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Similarly for Disagree, we looked for key disagreement
I feel like that might somehow apply?
words such as “no”, “not sure”, “don’t think so”, etcetera.
B
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The key idea when annotating dialogue is to think
no i think youre right i just dont know the
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completely literally because the computer cannot read the
pattern youre thinking multiples of 4 still?
context of the dialogue, so neither could we.
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Annotated transcripts are needed for training and
soooooooooo what multiples? if you
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testing our classifiers. The computer classifiers need to
dont mind me asking
know some correct answers in order to know a lot of the
A
*shrugs shoulders* haha
0
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correct answers.

We worked with two classifiers: our Linear Classifier and
our Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classifier. We trained
on 60% of our data and then tested on the remaining 40%.
For the Linear Classifier, the computer is doing a linear
regression to predict the annotation based on the topic
values outputted by the topic modeling program and it fits
the annotated lines with the following equation:

Vocabulary

Results

Student
Original Text
A
works*
alright well i think (Student C) should go
this time
A
A
first i mean
Let's try it. Keep in mind you want these
B
numbers as your goal.
A
alrigh
B
Go ahead (Student C).
A
(Student C) will win either way
B
I think you can say (Student C)has won.

Filtered Text

$g02 works
alright well i think (Student C) should go this
time
first i mean
let's try it keep in mind you want these
numbers as your goal
Alrigh
go ahead (Student C)
(Student C) will win either way
i think you can say (Student C) has won

Text with Common Vocabulary
$g02 works
alright well i think $g01 should go this time
first i mean
let's try it keep in mind you want these
numbers as your goal
$g01
go ahead $g01
$g01 will win either way
i think you can say $g01 has won

Our goal in finding a common vocabulary is for us to be able to determine if, in a chat, students are solving the problem
at hand without needing the context of the problem or problem-specific words. In compiling a common vocabulary with which
to apply to our transcripts, we used a list of 10,000 words from Google as our basis. Then we removed all common names
that occurred in the chats as well as we added in abbreviations and slang that was used in our transcripts. We used
transcripts of students working in two different problem areas from two different universities. We also added to the
vocabulary words that occurred in both transcripts but did not appear in the Google list.
When converting dialogue turns from original vocabulary to our chosen common vocabulary, we keep all of the words in
the common vocabulary. The uncommon words are converted to the token $g01. Other lexical phenomena used primarily
for emphasis such as #, @, * and ^ were stripped from the words and other tokens were inserted.
Filtering COMPS Chat Transcripts for Computer Modeling Using Common Vocabulary by Nathaniel Bouman has more
details on the algorithms used to analyze and regularize the vocabulary.
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Each topic is a cluster of words that tend to co-occur
within dialogue turns in our transcripts. Ten topics are
determined by the computer. The topic modeling program
outputs the probability of a specific topic appearing in each
dialogue turn.
We ran the topic model program on the same transcripts
twice – once with the transcript containing original
vocabulary and a second time with that same transcript
filtered for common vocabulary.

Example Co-Occurring Word Clusters
Topic 0
$go1, double,
Topic 5
static, private,
$g01, what, that,
public, term,
yeah, you, no,
methods, access,
its, why, not, but,
int
thats, think, be,
Java Tokens
so
Agreement &
Disagreement words

Topic 6
$g01, method,
you, we, one,
last, wrong,
team, try, what,
be, if
Poison Tokens

𝐴0 ∗ 𝑇0 + 𝐴1 ∗ 𝑇1 + 𝐴2 ∗ 𝑇2 + ⋯ + 𝐴9 ∗ 𝑇9 + 𝐶 = 𝑌
The 𝐴𝑖 values are the coefficients of the linear
regression and the 𝑇𝑖 are the topic values that are outputted
by our topic modeling program. 𝑌 is our annotation mark, so
if 𝑌 > 𝛼 where 𝛼 is our cutoff value, then the annotation is 1.
If 𝑌 ≤ 𝛼, then the annotation is 0.
To judge the success of our classifiers, we look at
precision, recall, and the harmonic mean (𝑓1), which is the
balance between precision and recall. Ideally, 𝑓1 > 0.6.
The SVM Classifier fits a hyperplane that separates the
0’s and 1’s in a scatter plot.

Linear Classifier Reasoning f1 Scores
Poison
Java
Combined

Original Vocab
0.737
0.592
0.695

Common Vocab
0.658
0.578
0.701

Linear Classifier Agree f1 Scores
Poison
Java
Combined

Original Vocab
0.509
0.278
0.377

Common Vocab
0.455
0.321
0.397

Our reasoning scores were by far the best, mostly
meeting our target of 0.6 and above. Agree scores
were less promising around 0.4. The disagree scores
were much lower, ranging from 0.03 to 0.1. The SVM
Classifier results were very similar to those of the
Linear Classifier.
In general, our classifiers worked better on the
Poison transcripts than on the Java transcripts.

Next Steps
• Create the dashboard program
• Explore other conversational behaviors
• Investigate other applications of the COMPS program
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